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Adults possess a great deal of knowledge about the physical world, and devel-
opmental researchers have long been interested in uncovering the roots of this
knowledge in infancy. Two main questions have guided this research: What ex-
pectations do infants possess, at different ages, about physical events, and how do
they attain these expectations?

Piaget (1952, 1954) was the first researcher to systematically investigate the
development of infants' physical knowledge. He examined infants' actions in

various tasks and concluded that young infants understand very little about the
physical events they observe. For example, Piaget noted that infants younger than

8 months do not search for objects they have watched being hidden, and concluded
that they do not yet realize that objects continue to exist when hidden.

One difficulty with Piaget's (1952, 1954) experimental approach is that ac-

tion tasks do not test only infants' physical knowledge (e.g., Boudreau & Bush-

nell, 2000; Berthier et a1.,2001; Keen & Berthier, 2004; Hespos & Baillargeon,

2006,2008). In order to search for a hidden object, for example, infants must not

only represent the existence and location ofthe object but also plan and execute

appropriate actions to retrieve it. Because young infants' information-processing

resources are sharply limited, they may fail at a search task not because they do

not yet understand that objects continue to exist when hidden but because the

combined demands of the task overwhelm their processing resources.
Because of the problems inherent in interpreting negative results in action

tasks, researchers have developed alternative experimental approaches to study

the development of infantb physical knowledge (e.g., Bower, 1974; Balllargeon,

Spelke, & Wasserman, 1985; Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Luo, Baillargeon, Brueclner, &

Munakata, 2003; Kaufman, Csibra, & Johnson, 2004). The most widely used
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of these alternative approaches is the violation-of-expectation (VOE) method. In
affiical experiment, infants see two test events: an expected event, which is con-
sistent with the expectation being examined in the experiment, and an unexpected
event, which violates this expectation. With appropriate controls, evidence that
infants look reliably longer at the unexpected than at the expected event is taken to
indicate that infants (1) possess the expectation under investigation, (2) detect the
violation in the unexpected event, and (3) are "surprised" by this violation. The
term "surprise" is used here simply as a shorthand descriptor to denote a state of
heightened attention or interest caused by an expectation violation (for discussion
of the method, see Wang, Baillargeon, & Brueckner, 2004).

Experiments conducted using the VOE method, in our laboratory and else-
where, have revealed two main findings: First, and contrary to Piaget's (1952,1954)
claims, even very young infants possess expectations about various physical
events; second, infants'expectations undergo significant and systematic develop-
ments during the first year of life (for recent reviews, see Bai1largeon,2002,2004;
Baillargeon, Li, Luo, & Wang, 2006).

This chapter is divided into four sections. In the first, we propose an account
of the development of infants' physical reasoning'that builds on VOE and other
findings. In presenting this account, for ease ofdescription, we focus on infants'
reasoning about events in which objects become hidden behind, inside, or under
other objects. In the second and third sections ofthe chapter, we describe new
lines ofresearch that are designed to test and extend the acQount. In the final sec-
tion, we offer a few concluding remarks.

AN ACCOUNT OF INFANTS'PHYSICAL REASONING

We assume that when infants watch a physical event, different computational sys-
tems form different representations simultaneously, for distinct purposes (Bail-
largeon et al., 2006;Li, Baillargeon, & Simons, 2006b;Wang & Baillargeon,2006,
2008b). In particular, infants'object-representation system encodes information
about the properties ofthe objects in the event, for recognition and categorization
purposes. At the same timd, infants'physical-reasoning system forms a special-
ized physical representation of the event, to interpret and predict its outcome. We
focus here on this second system.

The information infants include in their physical representation of an event is
interpreted in terms of their core knowledge. This knowledge is assumed to be
innate and to consist of a few concepts and principles that provide infants with
a shallow causal framework for understanding events (e.g., Spelke, Breinlinger,
Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992;Carcy & Spelke, 1994;Les7ie,1994; Spelke, 1994;
Leslie, 1995; Spelke, Phillips, & Woodward, 1995b; Wilson & Keil, 2000; Bail-
largeon et a1., 2006). For example, Leslie (1994) has suggested that, from birth,
infants interpret physical events in accord with a primitive concept of force. When
watching an object push another object, infants represent a force-like a direc-
tional arrow-being exerted by the fust object onto the second one. In Leslie's
words, infants'physical-reasoning system "takes, as input, descriptions that make
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explicit the geometry of the objects contained in a scene, their arrangements and
their motions, and onto such descriptions paints the mechanical properties of the
scenario" (p. 128).

of most relevance to the present discussion is the principle of persistence,
which states that objects exist continuously in time and space, retaining their
physical properties as they do so (Baillargeon, 2008). The persistence principle
has many corollaries; for example, that stationary objects, whether visible or hid-
den, exist continuously in time; that moving objects, whether visible or hidden,
follow continuous paths; that two objects, whether visible or hidden and whether
stationary or moving, caffiot occupy the same space at the same time; and that an
object of a particular size, shape, pattern, and color, whether stationary or moving
and whether visible or hidden, cannot spontaneously become an object ofa differ-
ent size, shape, pattern, or color.

The principle of persistence subsumes and extends two of the principles pro-
posed by Spelke and her colleagues (e.g., Spelke et al,, 1992; Carcy & Spelke,
1994; Spelke, 1994; Spelke et al., 1995b): the principles of continuity (objects
exist and move continuously in time and space) and cohesion (objects are con-
nected and bounded entities). According to these principles, infants should be
surprised ifan object disappears into thin air (continuity) or breaks apart (cohe-
sion), but not if it simply changes size, shape, pattern, or color. According to
the persistence principle, in contrast, infants should be surprised by all ofthese
violations (provided, as always, that the infants represent sufficient information to
detect them). The principle ofpersistence thus goes beyond the principles ofcon-
tinuity and cohesion: All other things being equal, objects are expected to retain
all of their physical properties as events unfold-to persist, as they are, through
time and space.rwe return to these issues, and to the experimental evidence that
led us to adopt the persistence principle, in a later section.

Detect ing Basic Violat ions Through Core Knowledge

In the first few months oflife, infants'physical representations tend to be rather
sparse. when watchilg an event, infants typically represent only basic informa-
tion about the event (see Fig. 4-1) (e.g., Spelke, 1982; Yonas & Granrud, 1984;
Kestenbaum, Termine, & Spelke, 1987; Slater, 1995; Needham,2000; Wu et al.,
2006; Luo et al., in press). This basic information specifies primarily (l) how

Figure 4-1. An account ofinfants'physical reasoning: How infaats represent and
pret basic information.
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many objects are involved in the event; (2) whether these objects are inert or self-
propelled; (3) what the distribution of open and closed swfaces in each object is
(e.g., is one object open at the top to form a container, open at the bottom to form a
cover, or open at both ends to form a fube?); and (4) what the spatial anangement
of the objects is andhow it changes overtime (e.g., is one objectbeingplaced
behind, inside, or under the other object?). The basic information infants include
in their physical representation of the event thus captures essential aspects of the
event but leaves out most of its details; for example, it includes no information
about the size, shape, pattern, or color of each object. (some or all ofthis informa-
tion might well be included in infants' object-representation system (e.g., Li et al.,
2006b; wang & Baillargeon, 2008b); our only claim here is that it is not included
in the physical-reasoning system and hence cannot be used to interpret and predict
the event's outcome.)

Although the basic information young infants represent about events is lim-
ited, it is nevertheless sufficient, when interpreted by the persistence principle, to
lead them to expect certain outcomes-and hence to detect certain persistence vi-
olations when events do not unfold as expected (e.g., Spelke et al., 1992;Wilcox,
Nadel, & Rosser, 1996;Llcuyer & Duraad, 1998; Aguiar & Baillargeon,lggg;
Hespos & Baillargeon,2001b; Luo & Baillargeon,2005;Wang, Baillargeon, &
Paterson, 2005). As Figures 4-2 and 4*3 illushate, 2.5- ro 3-month-old infants
(the youngest tested successfully to date with the voE method) are surprised when
an object rolls behind a large screen, which is then removed to reveal the object rest-
ing on the far side ofa barrier that should have blocked the object's path (Spelke
et al., 1992); when an object is hidden behind one screen and then retrieved from
behind a different screen (wilcox et al., 1996); when an object disappears behind
one (asymmetrical or symmetrical) screen and then reappears from behind an-
other screen, without appearing in the gap between them (Aguiar & Baillargeon,
1999; Lua & Baillargeon, 2005); when an object is lowered inside a container
through its closed top (Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001b); when an object is lowered
into an open container, which is then slid forward and to the side to reveal the
object standing in the container's initial position (Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001b);
when a cover is lowered over an object, slid to the side, and lifted to reveal no
object (Wang et al., 2005); and when a cover is lowered over an object, slid behind
the left halfofa screen taller than the object, lifted above the screen, moved to the
right, lowered behind the right halfofthe screen, slid past the screen, and finally
lifted to reveal the object (Wang eta1.,2005).

To succeed in detecting these various persistence violations, infants need only
represent the basic information about the events. For example, consider once
again the finding that infants are surprised when a cover is lowered over an object,
slid to the side, and lifted to reveal no object (Wang et a1.,2005; see Fig. 4-3). We
would argue that infants represent the following basic information: (1) a cover is
held above a closed object; (2) the cover is lowered over the object (the persistence
principle would specify at this point that the object continues to exist under the
cover); (3) the cover is slid to the side (the persistence principle would specif,i at
ttris point that the object cannot pass through the sides ofthe cover and hence must
be displaced with the cover to its new location); and (4) the cover is lifted to reveal
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F'igure 4-2. Examples ofpersistence violations that ypung infants are able to detect, as
shown in Spelke et al. (199.2), wircox et aI. (1gg6),Aguiar and Bailargeon (1999), and
Luo and Baillargeon (2005).

no object (the persistence principle would signal at this point that a violation has
occurred: The object should have been revealed when the cover was lifted),

Although 2.5- to 3-month-old infants can detect persistence violations that
involve only the basic information they represent, they typically fail to detect
persistence violations that can be detected only when additional information is
represented. To illustrate, as shown in Figure 4-4, c.rxrent evidence suggests that
3-month-old infants are not surprised when a tall object becomes r"ity niaa.n
behind a short screen (Baillargeon & Devos , l99l;Aguiar & Baillargeo n,2002;
Luo & Baillargeon,2005),inside a short container or tube (Hespos & iaillargeon,
2001a; wang et al., 20a5), or under a short cover (wang & Bailrargeo n, 2005;
Wang et a1.,2005;Wang & Baillargeon, 2009a); when an object with a given
shape is buried in one location in a sandbox and an object with a different shape is
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Figure 4-3. Examples ofpersistence violations that young infants are able to detect, as
shown in Hespos and Baillargeon (2001b; top two rows) and Wang et al. (2005; bottom
two rows).

retrieved from the same location (Newcombe, Huttenlocher, & Learmonth,1999);
when an object with a given pattern disappears behind a screen (too narrow to
hide two objects) and an object with a different pattern reappears from behind it
(Wilcox, 1999; Wilcox & Chapa,2004); and when an object of a given color dis-
appears behind a narrow screen (Wilcox,19991' Wilcox & Chapa,2004) or inside
a narrow container (Ng & Baillargeon, 2006) and an object of a different color
reappears from it.

According to our account, infants fail to detect these and many other persis-
tence violations (as we will see throughout this chapter) because they have not
yet learned to include size, shape, pattern, and color information in their physi-
cal representations of events. Infants who do not represent an object's physical
properties cannot be surprised when the object interacts with other objects in
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Figure 4-4' Examples ofpersistence violations that young infants fail to detect, as shownin Aguiar and Bailrargeon (2002),Newcombe, Huttenloch"er, una r.-,nonih risssl, wil_cox (1999), and Ng and Baillargeon (2006).

a manner inconsistent with these properties (e.g., when a tall object becomes fullyhidden behind a short screen) or when these properties change while the object is
out of view (e.g., when apurple toy becomer orung. while briefly lowered inside acontainer). In the next section, we examine how infants come to include additional
information in their physical representations of events.

Detecting Variable Violations Through Variable Knowledge
over time, infants learn to include more and more information in their physi-
cal representations; this allows them to form more and more acaxate expecta_
tions about events'outcomes, and hence to detect more and more violations when
shown outcomes inconsistent with these expectations. How do infants come to
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include this additional information in their physical representations? Research
over the past few years has begun to shed light on this process (for recent reviews,
see Baillargeon,2002,2}}4;Baillargeon et al., 2006). We briefly review some of
the main findings below.

Event Categories, Vectors, and Variables

Recent research suggests that infants form distinct event categories. Many ofthese
categories capture simple spatial relations between objects, such as "object behind
other object, or occluder" (occlusion events), "object inqide container" (contain-
ment events), "object inside tube" (tube events), and "object under cover" (covering
events) (e.g,, Hespos & Baillargeon,2007a; Wilcox & Chapa,2002; Ag:uiar &
Baillargeon, 2003; Casasola, Cohen, & Chiarello, 2003; McDonough, Choi, &
Mandler, 2003;Li & Baillargeon,2005;Wang et a1.,2005; Quinn, 2007).

In each event category, infants build one or more vectors, which correspond to
distinct problems that must be solved within the category. For example, in the case
of occlusion events, infants must learn to predict whether an object will be fully
or only partly hidden when behind an occluder, when and where an object that
moves behind an occluder will reappear from behind it, and whether an object
that reappears from behind an occluder is the same object that disappeared behind
it (e.g., Baillargeon & Graber, 1987;Baillargeon & DeVos,l99l; Spelke, Kes-
tenbaum, Simons, & Wein, 1995a; Wilcox, 1999; Hespos & Baillargeon,200la;
Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2002; Wilcox & Schweinle,2003; Luo & Baillargeon, 2005;
Kochukhova & Gredebiick,2}}7; von Hofsten, Kochukhova, & Rosander, 2007).
Similarly, in the case of containment events, infants must learn to predict whether
an object can be lowered inside a container, how much ofan object that is lowered
inside a container will prohude above it, and whether the object that is removed
from a container is the same object that was lowered into it (e.g., Sitskoom &
Smitsman, 1995;Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1998; Hespos & Baillargeon,200la,200lb;
Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Li & Baillargeon, 2005; Wang
et a1.,2005; Hespos & Baillargeon,2006; Ng & Baillargeon, 2006).

For each vector in an event category, infants identify one or more variables
that enable them to better predict outcomes (e.g., Sitskoorn & Smitsman,1995;
Wilcox, 1 999 ; Hespos & Baillargeon, 200 L a; Aguiar & B aillargeo n, 2002; W ang
et al., 2005; Luo & Baillargeon, 2008). A variable both calls infants' attention to
a certain type of information in an event and provides a causal rule for interpret-
ing this information. In some cases, the rule is akin to a discrete function linking
discrete values of the variable to different outcomes. For example, the variable
width in containment events specifies that an object can be lowered inside a con-
tainer if it is narrower, but not wider, than the opening of the container. Each
value of the variable (narrower, wider) is thus linked to a different outcome (can
be lowered inside, cannot be lowered inside). In other cases, the rule is akin to a
continuous function linking continuously changing values of the variable to con-
tinuously changing outcomes. For example, the variable height in containment events
specifies tbat an object that is taller than a container not only will protrude above
the container when placed inside it but will protrude by an amount identical to the
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difference in their heights: Ifthe object is 3, 6, or 12 centimeters tailer than thecontainer, then the top 3,6, or 12 centimeters of the object, ,.rp..ri*ty, shourdremain visible above the rim of the container.2 In either;"rr; ,h;;;;;ipre ofper-sistence provides a ready causar expranation for the rule: For both an object and acontainer to persist as they are, the two cannot occupy the same space at the time;therefore, the object can be lowered inside the container onry ifthe opening ofthecontainer is wide snsrrgh for the object to pass through, and the objeci must retainits height when placed inside the containei.
Each variable that is added arong a vector revises and refines predictions fromearlier variables, This process can be ilrustrated by a decision t." fro, relatedideas, see siegler, r97g; euinran , r993;Mitchelr, rsbT;witheach new variabre-

or each new partition in the decision hee-infants' prediction, ,to*ty approxi-mate those of older children and adults.

. -As an example, the decision hee in Figure 4-5 depicts some of the variablesinfants identify as they tearn to predict when an ouleciuetrinJ;;";;* shouldbe hidden or visible. At about 3 months of age, infants identify the variable lower-edge-discontinuity; they now expect an object to be visible when behind an oc_cluder whose lower edge is not continuous with the surface on which it rests,
greating an opening between the occluder and the surface (Aguiar & Baiilargeon,
2002;Luo & Baillargeon, 2005). Thus, infants expect an object to remain visiblewhen it passes behind a screen shaped like an inverted U, but not one shaped likea u'3 At about 3.5 to 4 months of age, infants identify height and width as rer-evant variables; they now expect tail objects to remain partry visible when behind
short occluders @aillargeon & Devos, r99r), and wide objects to remain partly

%.iiii"
3 months

3.5 - 4 months

Figure 4-5. A decision
tree representing some of
the variables infants iden-
ti$' as they learn when an
object behind an occluder

is hidden or visible.

Occluder with
continuous

Occluder
taller or rvider

7.5 months
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visible when behind narrow occluders (wilcox & Baillargeon, l99gb; wilcox,
1999; wang et a1., 2004).a Finally, at about 7.5 months of age, infants identify
transparency as a variable; when an object is placed behind a transparent occluder,
infants now expect the object to be visible through the front ofthe occluder and
are surprised if it is not (Luo & Baillargeon, 2008).5

As another example, the decision tree in Figwe 4-6 depicts some of the vari-
ables infants identify as they learn to predict, when an object disappears and then
reappears from behind an occluder, whether the object thatreappears is the same
object that disappeared or a different object. Research by wilcox and her col-
leagues suggests tbat, at least by 4.5 months of age, infants have identified size
and shape as relevant variables; if a box disappears behind a screen and what
reappears is a ball, infants conclude that two distinct objects, a box and aball, arc
involved in the event (Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998b; Wilcox, 1999).6 At about
7.5 months of age, infants identify pattern as a variable; if a dotted ball disappears
behind a screen and what reappears is a striped ball, infants recognize that two dif-
ferent balls, one dotted and one striped, are involved in the event (wilcox, 1999;
wilcox & chapa,2004). Finally, at about I 1.5 months, infants identify color as
a variable; ifa green ball disappears behind a screen and what reappears is a red
ball, infants infer that two balls, one green and one red, are involved in the event
(Wilcox, I 999; Wilcox & Chapa, 2004; Ng & Baillargeo n, 2006).

4.5 months

7.5 months

11.5 months

Figure 4-6. A decision hee representing some ofthe variables infants identifu as they
learn when an object that reappears from behind an occluder is or is not the same object
that disappeared.

size and shape
- as before?
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we have seen in this section that infants reason and rearn in terms of eventcategories, vectors, and variabres. why wourd th.y ;";; ;;;ffienrrut teuet,infants are trying to make sense ofihe pty'ru, events they observe. Infants,physical-reasoning system is desigrred to oreak tbis Hercurean tasr< aown into smar,meaningful components. By sorting events into distinct r"t.glJ* r.g., contain-ment events) and isorating different vectors within 
"u"n ",ui[ory i".!., *r,"tterthe object can be lowered inside the container, whether the object wilr protrudeabove the container, and so on), the physicJreasoning system transforms thisHercutean task into a manageabre one: that of identifyiig;;";;;;;;, the vari-ables relevant for each vector ofeach event category.

Reasoni n g Abo ut Vari ab Ie I nformati on

!ow.{oe1 infants'physicar reasoning change as they form event categories andidentify the vectors and variabres reievant ior predicting outcomes in each cat_egory? According to our a3co11t (see Fig. 4J), when*ut"hing un 
",r*r, 

infantsbegin by representing the basic iniormati-on about the event. Infants then use thisinformation to categorize the event. Next, infants access their knowredge of thecategory selected; this knowledge specifies the variabres that have been identifiedfor the category. Information about each variable is then incruded in the physicalrepresentation and is interpreted in accord with the variable rule. Events whoseoutcomes are inconsistent with those predicted by the variable *r; ;;; flaggedas violations.
To illustrate, consider the finding that infants aged 3.5 months and order aresurprised when a talr object b_ecomes fully hidden behind a short occluder (Bail_l-Tq* & Graber, r9g7; Baifiargeon &"Devos, 1991; Hespos & Baillargeon,2001a)' When watching this event, infants represent the basic information about

build physical representation of evenl

represent
basic

information

iii
Figure 4-7. An account ofinfants'physical reasoning: How infants represent and inter-pret basic and variable information.
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the event, categoize it as an occlusion event, and access their knowledge ofthis
category. Because at 3.5 months this knowledge encompasses the variable height
(see Fig. 4-5), infants include information about the relative heights of the object
and occluder in their physical representation of the event. This information is then
interpreted in terms of the variable rule. Because the outcome of the event con_
kadicts this rule-the object is taller than the occluder and yet becomes fully hid-
den-the event is flagged as a variable violation. Infants younger than 3.5 months,
u{ro have not yet identified height as an occrusion variable, typically do not include
height information in their physical representations of occiusion events (Baillar-
geon & Devos, 1991; Aguiar & Baillargeon,2002; Luo & Baillargeon, 2005).
(This is not to say that young infants watching an occlusion event will represent
no information at all about the heights of the object and occluder; as mentioned
earlier, infants may include such information in their object-representation system
[e'g., Li et a1.,2006b; wang & Baillargeon, 200gb], even if they do not include it
in their physical-reasoning system.)

As another illushation, consider the finding that infants aged 11.5 months and
older are surprised when a green ball changes into a red ball when passing be-
hind a narrow screen (wilcox, 1999; Ng & Baillargeon, 2006). when watching
the event, infants represent the basic information about the event, categorize it
as an occlusion event, and access their knowledge of this category. Because at
11.5 months this knowledge encompasses the variables width (see Fig, 4-5) arrd color
(see Fig. 4-6), infants include information about these variables in their physical
representation of the event. This information is then interpreted in accord with
infants' width and color rules, and the event is flagged as a variable violution.
Infants recognize that the green ball (l) fills most of the space behind the screen
and(2) cannot spontaneously change from a green to a red ball. Infants younger
than 11.5 months, who have not yet identified color as a relevant variable, do not
include color information in their representation of the event. As a result, they
assume that the same ball disappeared and reappeared from behind the narrow
screen. (once again, this is not to say that young infants watching an occlusion
event represent no information at all about the color ofthe object that disappears
and reappears from behind the occluder; infants may include such information in
their object-representation but not their physical-reasoning system.)

Errors of Omission and Commission

If it is true that each new variable in a vector with multiple variables revises pre-
dictions from earlier variables, then it should be the case that infants who have
acquired only the initial variable(s) in a vector err in systematic ways in their
responses to events (Luo & Baillargeon, 2005). First, infants should respond to
physically impossible events consistent with their faulty knowledge as though
they were expected; we refer to this first kind of error-viewing an impossible
event as a non-violation-as an error of omission. second, infants should respond
to physically possible events inconsistent with their faulty knowledge as though
they were unexpected; we refer to this second kind of error-viewing a possible
event as a violation-as an error of commission.
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Do infants produce errors of commission as weil as errors of omission in theirresponses to events? To_ address this question, Luo and Baillargeon (2005) re_cently examined 3-month-old infants'responses to physicalry possible and impos-sible occlusion events. The experiment focused oo ti" urto. i" rig"* 4_5: whenis an object behind an occluder hidden or visible?
The infants were first familiarized with a cyrinder that moved back and forthbehind a screen; the cyrinder was as talr as the screen (see Fig. 4-g). Next, arargeportion of the screen's midsection was removed to create ir"ry lurg"opening;

a short strip remained above the opening in the discontiouour-to*lr-edge testevent' and below the opening in the continuous-lower-edge test event. For halfof the infants, the cylinder-did not appear in the opening ii either event (GDNAcondition); for the other infants, the cyrinder app.*"d (cA condition).
The infants in the cDNA condition *rr" ,ho*n two impossibieiest events.However, because at 3 months infants have identified lower-edge-discontinuity butnot height as an occlusion variabre (Aguiar & Bailrargeo n, i00z; see Fig. 4-5),Luo and Baillargeon e00s) predictedhat the infants wourd view onry one ofthese events as unexpected. specificaily, the infants shourd view the event inwhich the cylinder failed to appear behind the screen with a discontinuous lower

ldse a_1 unexpected (a correct response), but they shourd view the event in whichthe cylinder failed to appear behind the screen with a continuous lower edge asexpected (an error ofomission). The infants should therefore look reliably longerat the discontinuous- than atthe continuous-lower_edge event.
unlike the infants in the GDNA condition, those in the cA condition wereshown two possible test events. Again, because 3-month-old infants have identi-

fied lower-edge-discontinuity but not height as an occlusion variable, Luo and Bail_largeon (2005) predicted that the infants would view only one ofihose events asexpected. specifically, the infants should view the 
"u.nt 

in which the cylinder
appeared behind the screen with a discontinuous lower edge as expected (a correct
response), but they should view the event in which the ,yuna., appeared behindthe screen with a continuous rower edge as unexpected (an error of commission).
The infants should therefore look reliably longer at the continuous- than at the
discontinuous-lower-edge event.

As predicted, the infants in the GDNA condition rooked reliabry longer at the
discontinuous- than at the continuous-lower-edge event, and those in the cA con_
dition showed the opposite looking pattern. Their limited knowledge oiocclusion
thus (1) led the infants in the cDNA condition to view one of ihe impossible
events they were shown as expected (an error of omission) and, (2) red the infants
in the cA condition to view one of the possible events they were shown as unex_pected (an error of commission). To put it another way, the infants both failed to
detect a violation where there was one and perceived a violation where there was
none. For infants, as for older children and adults, what is surprising clearry lies in
the mind of the beholder (e.g., Karmiloflsmith & Inherder,iszs;"si.gr er, r97g;
Cararcnzza, McCloskey, & Green, lggl; McCtoskey, 19g3; C uey, n{S;;proffitt,
Kaiser, & Whelan, 1990; Keil, 1991;Vosniadou & Brewer, lgg|;.

Additional experiments have brought to light other errors of commission in in-
fants'responses to occlusion events (e.g., Luo & Baillargeon ,200g).For exampre,

I
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Cyl i n d e r-d o es- n ot-ap pea r
(CDNA) condition

Familiarization event

Cylinder-appears
(CA) condition

Familiarization event

Test events
Discontin uous-lower-edge event

Figure 4-8. Familiarization and test events used in Luo and Baillargeon (2005).

7-month-old infants view as a violation a possible event in which an object placed
behind a transparent occluder remains visible through the occluder (Luo & Baillar-
geon, 2008). At this age, infants have identified lower-edge-discontinuifi height,
and width but not yet transparency as occlusion variables (see Fig. 4-5). Thus,
when an object is placed behind an occluder that presents no internal or external

Test events
Discontinuous-lower-edge event

Continuous-lower-ed Continuous-lower-edge event
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openings and is tarlerand wider than the object, infants expect the object to be fullyhidden when behind the occluder. Events wiose outcomes appear inconsistent withthese predictions are flagged as variable violations.
All of the errors of commission discussed above concern the vector in Figure4-5: when is an object behind an occluder hidden 

";;iribi;t 
w.-ir*" ,.".nttycompleted an experiment (Ng, Bailrargeon, & wircox, 2007) with-g5-month-ordinfants focusing on the vector in Fig;e 4-6: when is an object that reappearsfrom behind an occluder the same object that disappeared uerrinJ ii, ana when isit a different object? Recail that by g.i months of age, infants have iientified size,shape, and pattern, but not yet coror, as variabres irithis vector- rrr"i i, shourd bethe case that infants (1) concrude that two different objects 

"rrpr.r"" 
when anobject is lowered behind alarge screen and then an object with the same size andshape, but with a different pattern, is lifted from behind the screen, and (2) con-clude-that only one object is present when an object is lowered b.hinJ a i*g" s.re.nand then an object wiltr-tle same size, shape, and patlern,but with a differentcolor, is lifted from behind the screen. In the ratter case, infants should thus besurprised-an error of commission-when given evidence that there is more thanone object behind the screen. Results confirmed these predictions.

Ddcalages

Recent research suggests. that the process by which infants identi8, variablesis event-specific; infants rearn sepaiately about each event category. A variabreidentified in one event calegory iJnot generalized to other categorie's, even whenequally retevant; rather, it is rearned independentry io .u"t;;;;;f. In ,o-.caseq the variable may be identified at about the same age in the difirerlnt catego_ries. For example, the variable widrh is identified at abo-ut th" ,";;;;; in occru_sion and in containment events; 4-month-ord infants 
"r" 

,urprir"J w?en u wiaeobject becomes futly hidden either behind a narrow occruder or inside a narrowcontainer (e.g., Wilcox & Baillargeon, t99gb; Wilcox, 1999; W;;;;-aL,2004).
In other cases, however, there may be marked rags or ddcarages (to use a piagetian
term) in infants'identification of the same variabre in differ"ent;;;;r.
, As an exampre, we saw above that infants identift the variable hlignt at atout3.5 months in occrusion events (Bailrargeon & Devos, iqqii; tiE are nowsurprised when a tall object becomes nruy niaaen behind a short occluder. How_ever, infants this age are not surprised when a talr object becomes fulry hid-den inside a short container, under a short cover, or inside a short tube. Thevariable height is not identified until about 7.5 months in containment events
ll{-esgos & Baillargeon,200ra,2006),until about 12 months ir covering events(Mccall, 2001; wang et ar.,2005; wang & Bailargeon, 2006),unJuntrt uuout14 months in fube events (Gertner, Baillargeon, & Fisher, 2005; Wang et al.,2-005)' similarly, we saw earlier that the variabre transparency i, ia"rrtin.a utabout 7.5 months in occrusion events (Luo & Baillargeon, zoot); infants arenow surprised when an object praced behind a transparent occluder is not vis-ible through the occluder. However, it is not until infants are about 9.5 months
of age that they identify the same variable in containment events and expect an
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object placed inside a ffansparent container to be visible through the container
(Luo & Baillargeon, 2008).?

When infants of a given age have identified a variable in one event category but
not another, striking discrepancies can be observed in their responses to events-
even perceptually similar events-from the two categories (see Fig. 4-9). Thus,
4.5-month-old infants, who have identified the variable height in occlusion but
not containment events, are surprised when a tall object becomes fully hidden
behindbut not inside a short container (Hespos & Baillargeon,200la). Similarly,
9-month-old infants, who have identified the variable height in containment but
not covering events, are surprised when a tall object becomes ful1y hidden inside
a short eontainer but not under a short cover (the short container tumed upside
down) (Wang et a1., 2005). Finally, 12.5-month-old infants, who have identified
the variable color in occlusion but not containment events, are surprised when a
toy is lowered behind a narrow occluder and then another toy, identical except
for color, is removed from behind the occluder; however, they are not surprised
when the narrow occluder is replaced with a narrow container-even though the
occluder is identical to the front ofthe containel so that the two events are per-
ceptually highly similar (1.{g & Baillargeon, 2006). According to our reasoning
account, in each case infants succeed in detecting the variable violation in the first
but not the second event category because they have not yet identified the vari-
able as relevant to the second event category. As a result, they include information
about the variable in their physical representation ofthe event from the first but
not the second category.

In the findings just described, infants were shown perceptually similar but not
identical events: The object was placed behind or inside a container, inside a con-
tainer or under a cover, and so on. In recent experiments, we asked whether infants
might rgspond differently to identical events, if they were led to believe, based on
prior information, that the events belonged to two different event categories (Li &
Baillargeon, 2005; Wang et a1., 2005). The point of departure for these experi-
ments was the finding that the variable height is identified at about 7.5 months
in containment events (Hespos & Baillargeon,200la,2006), but only at about
14 months in tube events (Gertner et a1., 2005; Wang et a1., 2005).

In one experiment, for example, 9-month-old infants watched two test events
in which they saw an experimenter lower a tall object inside a container (con-
tainment condition) or a tube (hrbe condition) until it became fully hidden (see
Fig. 4-10) (Wang et al., 2005). In one even! the container or fube was slightly
taller than the object (tall event); in the other event, the container or tube was
only halfas tall (short event), so that it should have been impossible for the ob-
ject to become fully hidden. Before the test session, in an orientation procedure,
the experimenter showed the infants each container (containment condition) or
tube (tube condition) one at a time, calling attention to its top and bottom. When
standing upright on the apparatus floor during the test events, the containers and
tubes were indistinguishable. The infants in the containment and tube condition
thus saw perceptually identical test events; only the information provided in the
orientation procedure could lead them to believe that they were watching events
involvine containers or tubes.
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4.5 months
Occlusion Condition: Success

Containment Condition: Failure

months
Containment Condit ion: Success

I

Covering Condit ion: Fai lure

12.5 months
Occlusion Condition: Success

: i

Containment Condit ion: Fai lure

Figure 4-9. Examples ofd6calages: height in occlusion and containment events (Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2001a), height in containment and covering events (wang et al., 2005), and
color in occlusion and containment events (Ng & Bailiargeon,2006).
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Containment and Tube Condit ions

Figure 4-10. Test events used inWang et al. (2005).

As expected, the infants in the containment condition looked reliably longer
at the short than at the tall event, but those in the tube condition tended to look
equally at the two events. The infants thus detected the height violation they were
shown when they believed they were facing containers, but not tubes,

ldentifying Variables

we have seen that, for each event category, infants identify variables, ordered
along vectors, which enable them to predict outcomes within the category more
and more accurately over time. How do infants identify these variables?

we have proposed that the process by which infants identify a new variable in
an event category is one ofexplanation-based learning (EBL) and involves three
main steps (Baillargeon, 2002; Baillargeon et al., 2006; Wang & Baillargeon,
2008a; for a computational description of EBL in the machine-learning literature,
see DeJong, 1993). First, infants notice contrastive outcomes relevant to the vari-
able. This occurs when infants watch events, build similar physical representa-
tions for the events-and notice that the outcomes of the events differ along some
vector (e.g., the object can or cannot be placed inside the container; the object
does or does not protrude above the container; and so on). In other words, infants
notice contrastive outcomes they cannot predict or interpret; similar physical rep-
resentations are leading to different outcomes, suggesting that some crucial piece
of information is missing from the representations. At this point, infants begin
to search for the conditions that map onto the observed contrastive outcomes.

Short Event
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Eventually (research is, needed-to shed light on the mechanisms at work here),infants identify a possibre rure rinking .oidition, uoa out"or"r. nrrurry, infantsattempt to supplv an explanation for this condition-out."*";;;;i;g their coreknowledge' According to the EBL process, only condition--outcome rules forwhich causal expranations can be prwid"a * ,"*gni;il;;'#ables. Aftera new variable has been.idr.dlrd, infants begin toiouti".ry i".i"a. informationabout the variable in theirphysical representations ofall new events from the cat-eggy, thus ensuring a powerful, yet appropriate, generalization.
The identification ofa new variabie is^thus dJscribed u, * ugr process be_cause infants' core knowledge must provide a causal explanation for tire variabre;it must make crear why one condition, or one value of tire ,rariatt", *ourd lead toone outcome, and why another condition, or another varue of the variabre, wouldlead to a different outcome. The expranations supplied by the core knowteage areno doubt shalrow (e'g., Keil, 1995; wilson & Keil, zoolrl, uuiliefriiil s"ru, tointegrate new variables with infants, prior causal knowledge.
To illustrate the EBL process, consider the variabre height in containmentevents, which is identified ar about 7.5 months of age (Hesio, a i)iilurg.on,2001a, 2006). we suppose that at some point prior to z.i *ootnr, irrrirnt, u.gi'to notice-either as they themserves manipulate objects and containers or as theyobserve others doing so-that objects tix ur" placed in containers sometimesprotrude above the rim and sometimes do not. Because at this time infants incrudeonly the information "object praced inside wideq open container,, in theirphysicarrepresentations of the events (recall that width is identified at about + months asa containment variable) (rvllg et ar., 2004), they have no ruy oi inierpretingthese contrastive outcomes, Identical ptrysicai representations are leading to dif_ferent outcomes; sometimes,the object protrudes above the rim of the container,and sometimes it does not. Infants then begin to search for the conditions thatmight be associated with each outcome. By lbout 7.5 months of age, infants rec-ognize that the relative heights ofthe object and container are critical; the objectprotrudes above the rim of the containerwhen it is tailer but not ,t ort", than thecontainer. This condition-outcome rule is immediately int"rpr"taute uy infants,core knowledge: For both a talr object and a short container to exist continuouslyin time and space, retaining theiiindividuar physicar properties, the tart objectmust protrude above the rim of the short container when piaced inside it. Infantshave thus identified a new vector (when does an object inside a container protrudeabove it?) and a new variable (height).8

From this point on, infants routinery incrude height information in their rep_resentations of containment events and interpret this information in accord. withtheir new variable rure. Thus, infants are surprised whenever a tail object islowered inside a short container until it becomes fuily hidden (e.g., Hespos &Baillargeon, 200ra; wang et ar, 2005).In addition, infants show evidence of at-tending to height information in simple action tasks involving containers. In arecent experiment (see Fig. 4-r1) (Hespos & Baillargeo n,2002),7.5-month-old
infants were shown a tal frog. Next, the frog was praced behin i ^ turgscreen,
which was then removed to revear a short ind. a tafi container; each"container
had two frog feet prohuding from smalr hores at the bottom of the container. The
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Figure 4-11. Test event used in Hespos and Baillargeon (2006): prehial (top row) and
main trial (bottom row).
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infants reached reliably more often for the tall than for the short container, sug_gesting that they wanted to find the tall frog and realized.that it could be hidden
inside only the tall container. conhol infants who did not see the tall frog tended
to reach equally often for the two containers.

_ In the example discussed above, the identification of the variable height went
hand in hand with the creation of a new vector (when does an object praced in-
side a container protrude above it?). In other cases, the newty identified variable
is added to an existing vector. To illustrate, consider the variable transparency in
occlusion events, which is identified at about 7.5 months of age (see Fig. a-5)
(Luo & Baillargeon, 2008). As noted earrier, at about 7 months ljonoron &Asrin,
2000), infants become able to detect clear surfaces and begin to include informa-
tion about the presence-though not the appearance--of these surfaces in their
physical representations of events (younger infants presumably simply see and
represent openings instead). As a result, infants will now be faced rvith contras-
tive outcomes they cannot interpret; they will notice that objects that move behind
large occluders sometimes become hidden, as infants' curient occlusion knowl_
edge predicts they should be, and sometimes remain visible. Because infants,
physical representations of the events include only lower-edge-discontinuity,
height, and width information (see Fig. 4-5) (e.g., Baillargeon L Devos, 1991;
Aguiar & Baillargeon,2002; wang et ar.,2004; Luo & Baiilargeon, 2005), they
cannot make sense of what they see; the same physical representation ,,object
placed behind taller and wider occluder with no internal or external opening,,
I.eads to a predicted (hidden) or an unpredicted (visible) outcome. At this point, in-
fants will begin to look for the condition associated with each observed outcome.
By about 7.5 months of age, infants recognize that the opacity or transparency
of the occluder is critical; objects become hidden behina opaq" but not transpar_
ent occluders. Infants'core knowledge allows them to immeaiately make sense
of this information; because an object continues to exist when placed behind a
transparent occluder, it must be visible through the occluder. The newtv identified
variable transparency is then added to the vector ,.when is an obiecibehind an
occluder hidden or visible?" From then on, infants include information about the
transparency of the occluder when representing occlusion events (e.g., wilcox &
Chapa, 2002; Luo & Baillargeon, 2008).

Why Ddcalages?

The EBL process described above makes clear why infants learn separately about
each event category; if learning is triggered by exposure to situations where simi-
lar physical representations lead to contrastive outcomes, then a new variable
can be identified only within the context of a specific event category. Events
from different categories will yield different physical representatioirs,ind con-
hastive outcomes associated with these different representations will not elicit
Iearning, even if they are in fact contrastive from an abstract or adult point of
view (e.g., "object placed inside container-object does not protrude above con-
tainer" versus "object placed inside tube-object prokudes above tube,,). The
reason why the learning process is so rapid (or indeed, possible) is thus that it is
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highly constrained. Infants do not compare arbitrary groups ofevents and look
for invariants or critical variables that might explain simiiarities or differences
befween them. The only situation that can trigger variable learning is one where
events with similar physical representations yield outcomes that differ alons a
specific vector.

The preceding discussion helps make clear why infants would learn separately
about each event category-but it does not explain why several months sometimes
separate the acquisition of the same variable in different event categories. For
example, why do infants identify the variable height at about 3.5 months in oc-
clusion events, but only at about 7.5 months in containment events, 12 months in
covering events, and 14 months in tube events (e.g., Baillargeon & Devos, l99l;
Hespos &Balllargeon,2001a; Gertner et a1.,2005; Li & Baillargeon,2005; wang
et a1.,2005; Hespos & Baillargeon,2006; Wang & Baillargeon, 2006)?

The EBL account suggests two possible reasons for such d6calages. one has
to do with the first step in the EBL process; because exposure to appropriate con,
trastive outcomes is necessary to trigger learning, it follows that variables will be
learned later when exposure is less frequent. Thus, infants may identify height as
a containment variable long before they identifu it as a covering variable simply
because, in everyday life, infants have more opportunities to notice that objects
inside containers sometimes protrude above them and sometimes do not than to
notice that objects placed under covers sometimes extend beneath them and some-
times do not.

A second reason why infants may identi$r a variable sooner in one event cat-
egory than in another has to do with the second step in the EBL process. After
noticing the contrastive outcomes for a variable, infants must discover what con-
ditions map onto these outcomes; this discovery may be more difficurt in some
categories than in others. To illushate, consider once again the finding that infants
identify height as an occlusion variable several months before they identify it as a
containment variable. Prior research (e.g., Baillargeon 7994,1995) indicates that
when infants begin to reason about a continuous variable in an event category,
they can reason about the variable qualitatively but not quantitatively; they are not
able at fust to encode and reason about absolute amounts. ln order to encode the
heights of objects and occluders or containers qualitatively, infants must compare
them as they stand side by side. It may be that infants have more opportunities
to perform such qualitative comparisons with occlusion than with containment
events. In the case of occlusion events, infants will often see objects move behind
the side edges of occluders, making it easy to compare their heights as they stand
next to each other (e.g., when a bowl is pushed behind a cereal box). In the case of
containment events, however, there may be relatively few instances in which ob-
jects are placed first next to and then inside containers; caretakers will more often
lower objects directly into containers, giving infants no opportunity to compare
their heights (e.g., Hespos & Baillargeon,200la; Wang et al,2004).

The preceding analysis predicts that infants who are exposed in the laboratory
(or at home) to appropriate observations for a variable should identify it earlier
than they otherwise would. Wang and Baillargeon (2008a) recently tested this
prediction: They attempted to "teach" 9-month-old infants the variable height in
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covering events (recall that this variable is flpically not identified until about12 months of age) (wang et ar.,2005; wang & bailargeon, 2006). The resurts ofthese teaching experiments were positive *d 
"* 

such support both the EBL ac-count and the speculation above that the ddcalage in inruntr'identification ofthe
variable height in containment and covering events stems from the fact that infants
are typically exposed to appropriate observations for this variable at difibrent ages
in the two categories.

Detecting Variable Violations Through Core Knowledge
so far, we have considered two different processes by which infants reason aboutphysical events. First (see Fig. 4-l), *" .u* that infants-even very young
infants-represent basic information about events and interpret this information
in accordance with their core knowredge. Events whose outcomes are inconsistent
with the core knowledge are flagged as violations.

Second (see Fig. 4J), we saw that, with experience, infants come to include
additional information, or variable information, in their physical representations
ofevents. For each event category, infants identiSr vectois ana variabtes relevant
for predicting outcomes in the category. when watching an event, infants fust
categoize it, access their knowledge ofthe variables that have beenidentified asrelevant for the category and include information about each ofthese variables in
their physical representation of the event. This information is then interpreted in
accordance with the variable rules. Events inconsistent with the rules are flagged
as violations. when infants' knowledge is still limited-because they have ac_
quired no variable, or have acquired only the initial variable(s), in u u."tor-tir.y
typically err in their responses to events; they fail to flag as violations impossible
events consistent with their faulty knowledge (e.g., a tall object that fails to remain
visible above a short occluder), and they flag as violations ordinary and even com_
monplace events that happen to be inconsistent with their faulfy knowledge (e.g.,.
a tall object that remains visible above a short occluder).

In this section, we examine a third process by which infants reason about physi-
cal events. we suggested at the start of this chapter that all of the information
infants include in their physical representation of an event is interpreted in terms
of their core knowledge. If this is correct, and the information irLfants represent
about a variable is interpreted not only in terms of the variable rule but also in
terms of their core knowledge, then infants might be able to detect additional vio_
lations involving the variable. Here we focus on change violations.

Change Violations

consider the variable height in containment events, which is identified at about
7.5 months ofage; infants now recognize that a tall object should protrude above
a short but not atall container (Hespos & Baillargeon,200la,2006). Let us as-
sume that infants this age are shown an event in which a tall object is lowered
inside a very tall container. Infants will represent the basic information about
the event, categoize it as a containment event, and access their knowledse of
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this event category, which will speci$r height as a relevant variable. Infants willthen include information about the rerative heights of the object and container
in their physical representation of the event and will interpret ihis information in. 
accordance with the variable rule; because the object is shorter than the container,
it will not protrude above it. The object in fact does not protrude above the rimof the container, and the event is not flagged as a violation. However, what if theobject is then removed from the container and is revealed to be much shorter thanbefore? If infants can use the height information only to predict whether the ob_ject should be visible above the rim of the container, then they will fail to detect
this violation. on the other hand, if the height information, once represented, becomes
subject to the core knowredge, then infants shourd have no difficulty detecting this
change violation. According to-the persistence principle, objects exist continuously
in time and space, retaining their physical properties u, ih.y do so. Thus, a tarl
object cannot spontaneously change into a shorter object, *d tn. event should be
flagged as a violation.

This line of reasoning suggests that infants who have identified height or width
as a relevant variable in an event category should be able to detect botliinteraction
and change violations involving the variable. lnteraction violations refer ro evenrs
in which two or more objects interact in a manner inconsistent with their respec_
tive individual properties (".g., a tall object that becomes fully hidden inside a
short container). change violations, in contrast, refer to events in which the indi_
vidual properties of objects are not maintained over time (e.g., a tall object that
becomes much shorter while briefly hidden inside a tal container).

several experiments provide evidence for the preceding anarysisisee Fig. 4_r2).
First, consider the variable width in occlusion events. Results show that (l) 4_
month-olds are surprised when a wide object becomes fully hidden behind a nar_
row occluder (wang et al., 2004) and (2) 4.5-month-olds are surprised when a
large ball changes into a small bail when passing behind u ,rurrow o""luder (too
narrow to hide both balls simultaneously) (wilcox, 1999). Infants can thus use
width information in occlusion events to judge whether an object can become
fully hidden behind an occluder and to detect a change to the objectb width as it
emerges from behind the occluder.e

Next, consider the variable height in containment events. Results indicate that
(1) 7.5-month-olds are surprised when a tall object is lowered into a short con_
tainer until it becomes almost fully hidden (Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a) and
(2) 8-month-olds are surprised when a tall object lowered into a tall container is
much shorter when removed from the container (Li & Baillargeon, 2005). Infants
can thus use height information in containment events to predict whether an ob-
ject will protrude above the rim ofa container and also to detect a chanse to the
object's height as it emerges from the container.

Finally, consider the variable height in covering events. Results have shown
that (l) l2-month-olds (but not I l-month-olds) are surprised when a short cover is
lowered over a tall object untit the object becomes ruuy rriaoen 0Mang et al., 2005)
and Q) 12.5-month-olds (but not 1l-month-olds) are surprised when a tall cover
is lowered over a tall object and then removed to reveal a much shorter object
(wang & Baillargeon,2006).Infants can thus use height information in covering
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events to predict whether an object will extend beneath the rim ofa cover and also
to detect achange to the object's height when uncovered.

Additional research is needed to more fully explore the relation between in-
fants'abilify to detect interaction and change violations involving height or width
information. The present analysis suggests, for example, that infants who were
"taught" (through exposure to appropriate condition-outcome observations in the
home or laboratory) that atall object will protrude above a short but not a tall con-
tainer should ipso facto (l) be abte to detect surreptitious changes to the height
of an object that is briefly lowered into a container and also (2) be able to use
height information to determine whether an object that is refrieved from alarge
container is the same object that was placed inside it or a different object. Thus,
ifa short object is placed inside a large bucket, and a tall object is next retrieved
from inside it, infants should be surprised if the bucket is then shown to be empty,
Furthermore, the reverse should also be hue: Infants who are "taught" that height
information is useful for determining whether the object that is rehieved from a
container is the same object that was placed inside it should ipso facto be able to
detect violations in which tall objects fail to protrude above short containers.

Core Knowledge and Variable Rules

Implicit in the preceding discussion is a fundamental claim about the development
of infants'physical reasoning: with experience, infants learnwhat variable infor-
mation to include in their physical representations of events, not how to interpret
this information. Infants' core knowledge provides a causal framework that en-
ables them to immediately interpret variable information once represented.

of course, the causal framework provided by infants' core knowledge is sharply
limited; it will not help them understand the day-night cycle or the workings of
refrigerators, telephones, televisions, light bulbs, and space shuttles. But it is suffi-
cient to help infants understand the implications of simple variables for objects'dis-
placements and interactions: for example, to help them understand that tall objects
camot become fully hidden behind short occluders, that wide objects cannot be
lowered inside narrow containers, that small frogJike objects cannot spontaneously
change into tall prince-like objects, and that an object that disappears at one end ofa
wide occluder cannot instantaneously reappear at the other end ofthe occluder.

One question that might be raised at this juncture is the following: If infants,
core knowledge enables them to reason about any variable information once rep-
resented, then why are variable rules necessary? Why not assume that infants
(1) learn what variable information to include in their physical representations of
events and (2) simply interpret this information in terms of their core knowledge?
The answer, we believe, is that variable rules facilitate the process of variable

Figure 4-12. Examples ofinteraction and change violations infants detect that involve:
(a) width in occlusion events (Wilcox, 1999; Wang eta1.,2004), (b) height in containment
events (Hespos & Baillargeon,200la; Li & Baillargeon, 2005), and (c) height in covering
events (Wang et a1.,2005; Wang & Baillargeon, 2006).
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identification in everyday life by leading infants to form specific expectations
about events' outcomes and-most importantly-to adjusi these expectations
when different outcomes arise.

_ Infants'core knowledge is'sed to interpret an event asit actually unfolds;
whatever basic and variable information is included in the event,s physical repre_
sentation 

i1 
inlprepa in terms of the core knowredge, and the 

"urnt 
ir flagged

as a violation if and only if it unfolds in a manner inconsistent with this knowl_
edge. outside ofthe laboratory infants will ofcourse rarely encounter such core
violations. Infants'variable rules, in contrast, represent hypotheses about how an
event is likely to unfold; they specify the conditions undei which each outcome
in a vector will occur. As infants identify more variables, their hypotheses about
these conditions become more accurate---{r more finely tuned, one might say. In the
initial stages, however, when infants'hypotheses are still coarse, they will often be
confronted-as they observe events in daily life-with events inctnsistent with
theirrules (thus producing what we cailed errors of commission). These violations
provide infants with negative feedback; they signal to infants that their cument
physical knowledge is flawed and that additional variables are needed to speci$r
the conditions under which the contrastive outcomes in the vector are tikely to
occur. As Leslie (2004) put it, "Paying more attention is what you do if you are
an active learner who has ident'rfied a leaming opportunity. A violation of expectation
happens when you detect that the world does not conform to your representation ofit.
Bringing representation and world back into kilter requires representation change,
and computing the right change is a fair definition of learning" (p. alg).

INDUCINC INFANTS TO SUCCEED AT DETECTINC VARIABLE
VIOLATIONS: PRIMI NC MANt PU LATTONS

The account ofinfants'physical reasoning presented in the previous section rests
on two central claims. The first is that infants'physical representations ofevents
initially include only basic information and become increasingly richer and more
detailed as infants gradually identi$i relevant variables. Fvent category by event
category, vector by vector, variable by variable, infants identify the variables that
are useful for predicting outcomes, and begin to include information about these
variables in their physical representations. The second central claim of our ac-
count is that infants primarily learn what information to include in their physical
representations ofevents, not how to interpret this information once represented.
Infants' core knowledge provides a causal framework for interpreting both the
basic and the variable information infants include in their physical representations
ofevents.

If these two claims are correct, then the following prediction should hold: If
infants could be induced, through some contextual manipulation, to include in-
formation about a variable they have not yet identified in their physical repre-
sentation of an event, then this information should become subject to their core
knowledge, allowing them to immediately detect violations involving the variable
(see Fig. 4-13).
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Figure 4-13. An account of infants'physical reasoning: How priming helps infanm repre-
sent information about a variable they have not yet identified.

several recent lines ofexperimentation support this prediction; it turns out that
there are many different ways of temporarily inducing infants who haye noT yer
identified a variable to include information about it in their physical representation
of an event (e.g., Wilcox & Chapa,2004; Gertner et a1.,2005; Li & Baillargeon,
2005; Yuan & Baillargeon, 2005;Li &Baillargeon, 2006; Ng & B aillaryeon,2006;
Wilcox, this volume). From this perspective, infants'physical-reasoning system
thus appears extremely porous-a highly desirable characteristic in a system that
must primarily learn to attend to more and more information over time.

In this section, we focus on priming manipulations, which are typically de-
signed to make a particular variable (or particular values of a variable) salient to
infants. Highlighting the variable renders infants more likely to include informa-
tion about it when watching a subsequent physical event; this information then
becomes subject to infants' core knowledge, allowing them to detect violations
they would not have detected otherwise.

Priming lnfants to Attend to Color lnformation
in an Occlusion Event

We saw earlier that young infants are not surprised when a green ball disappears
behind a narrow screen and a red ball then reappeaffi from behind it (Wilcox,
1999). Although width is identified as an occlusion variable by 4 months of age
(e.g., Wang et al., 2004), color is not identified until much later, at about 11.5
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months of age (e.g., wilcox, 1999; Ng & Baillargeon,2006).As a result, young
infants typically include no color information in their physical representation of
the narrow-screen event, and assume that the same ball is moving-back and forth
behind the screen. In a seminal series of experiments, wilcox and chapa e004)
asked whether 9.5-month-old infants could be primed to attend to the color infor-
mation in this event.

The infants first received fwo pairs of priming trials. Each pair consisted of a
pound event, in which a green cup was used to pound a peg, and a pour event, in
which a red cup was used to pour salt. Different green and red cups were used in
the two pairs of trials. Next, the infants saw a test event in which a green and a red
ball appeared successively from behind a narrow (narrow-screen event) or a wide
(wide-screen event) screen. Results indicated that, following the priming trials,
the infants who saw the narrow-screen event looked reliably longer than did those
who saw the wide-screen event. Additional results revealed that 7.5-month-old
infants could also be primed to detect the violation in the narrow-screen event
but required three pairs of priming trials (with three different pairs of green and
red cups) to do so. Together, these results suggested that the infants perceived
the association in the priming trials between the color and function of the cup,
(green-pound, red-pour). This association made the corors green and red more
salient for the infants. As a result, the infants were more likely to include informa-
tion about the colors ofthe green and red balls in their physical representations of
the test events. This information, once represented, became subject to the persis-
tence principle, and the infants realized, when watching the narrow screen, that
the green ball (1) filled most ofthe space behind the narrow screen and (2) could
not spontaneously change from a green to a red ball.

In subsequent experiments, wilcox and her colleagues (this volume) replicated
their initial findings with 9-month-old infants using new color-function pairings.
The infants now saw priming events in which long-handled spoons of different
colors were used to stir salt in a bowl or to lift a bowl by its hook. Results indicated
that the infants looked reliably longer at the narrow- than at the wide-screen event
when the spoons used in the priming trials were the same colors as the balls (green
and red)-but not when they were different (yellow and blue). These results sug-
gest that the efflect of the priming manipulation was quite specific; because the
colors green and red were paired with different object functions in the situation,
the infants were more likely to attend to these same colors when they next encoun-
tered them in another, very different event. However, watching priming events
involving yellow and blue spoons did not serve to make infants more likely to
include information about the colors of the balls in the narrow- and wide-screen
events. The priming manipulation thus served to highlight the colors green and
red for the infants-not color information generally.

In another series of experiments, wilcox and chapa (2004) primed 5.S-month-
old infants to attend to pattern information in an occlusion event. These experi-
ments built on the finding that infants younger than 7.5 months of age are not
surprised when a dotted ball disappears behind a narrow screen and a striped
ball reappears from behind it (wilcox, 1999). using a pound-pour manipuration
similar to that described above, wilcox and chapa found that, after receiving three
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pairs of priming hials involving three different dotted and striped green cups, in-
fants looked reliably longer at the narrow- than at the wide-screen event. Finally,
4.5-month-old infants could also be primed to include pattern information in their
physical representation ofthe narrow-screen event, but both cups had to be pres-
ent in each priming trial to allow simultaneous comparison of their patterns.

The priming results obtained by Wilcox and her colleagues (Wilcox & Chapa,
2004; this volume) provide strong support for the central claim of our accoilnt
of infants' physical reasoning: Infants learn what informafion to include in their
physical representations of events, nor ltow to interpret this information once rep-
resented, Infants aged 4.5 to 9.5 months who could be induced to represent in-
formation about the colors (green and red) or patterns (dotted and striped) of the
balls in a narrow-screen event immediately detected the persistence violation in
the event.

Priming lnfants to Attend to Color lnformation
in a Containment Event

We saw earlier that 12.5-month-old infants are not surprised when a toy is lowered
into a narrow container (slightly larger than the toy) and another toy, identical
except for color, is then removed from the container (1.{g & Baillargeon, 2006).
Although width is identified as a containment variable at about 4 moaths of age
(e.g., Wang et a1.,2004), color is not identifled until some (as yet unspecified) time
after 12.5 months of age (Ng & Baillargeon, 2006). As a result, 12.5-month-old
infants {gpically include no color information in their physical representation of
the narrow-container event and assume that the same toy is being lowered into
and retrieved from the container. In a recent experiment, we attempted to prime
12.5-month-olds to include color information in their physical representations of
containment events (Ng & Baillargeon,2006). This experiment aiso examined
whether it might be possible to highlight a variable for infants through a simple
perceptual contrast, by showing them objects that exhibit different values ofthe
variable but are otherwise identical.

The infants were assigned to a baseline or a priming condition. The infants in
the baseline condition received two pairs of test trials (see Fig. 4-14). Each pair
consisted ofa change and a no-change event, and order ofpresentation was coun-
terbalanced across infants. At the start ofeach event, the infants saw a "Boohbah"
toy resting on an apparatus floor to the right of a small container. The container
was only large enough to hide a single Boohbah; the infants were shown the con-
tainer in a brief orientation procedure before the test session. An experimenter's
gloved hand grasped the toy, lifted it, and lowered it into the container. The hand
then paused briefly above the container, Next, the hand retrieved the toy from in-
side the container and returned it to its original position on the apparatus floor. For
one quarter ofthe infants (purple-orange condition), a purple Boohbah was placed
inside the container, and an orange (change event) or a purple (no-change event)
Boohbah was removed from it. The other infants were assigned to an orange-
purple, a pink-yellow, or a yellow-pink condition. The infants in the priming con-
dition received a single priming trial before the test trials, in which they saw all
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No-change Event

Figure 4-14. Test events used in Ng and Baillargeon (2006).

four Boohbahs resting side by side on the apparatus floor in front ofthe container
(see Fig. 4-15). From left to right, the soohbahs were purple, yellow, pink, and
orange and were identical except for color.

we reasoned that if the priming trial highlighted the fact that Boohbahs came
in a variefy of colors, then the infants might be more likely to include information
about the color ofthe Boohbah shown at the start ofeach iest event (e.g., to deter-
mine which specific Boohbah was being used in the event). rhis cotor iirormation
would then become subject to the persistence principle, allowing the infants to
detect the violation in the change event; a purpl" toycannot spoltaneousry turn
into an orange toy, or a pink toy into a yellow one.

The infants in the priming condition looked reliably longer at the change than
at the no-change event, whereas those in the baseline condition tended to look
equally at the two events. These results suggest that the priming trial was suff-
cient to induce the infants in the priming condition to include information about
the color of the Boohbah in the test events. Thus, the infants in the purple-orange
priming condition, for example, presumably reasoned that the purpr; Boohbah
(1) filled most of the n_urr-o* container and (2) could not spontaneously change
into an orange Boohbah. Like the results of wilcox and ihapa (2004; wilcox,
this volume), the present results support the claim that, with .^^p.ii"n"", infants
learnwhat information to attend to in events, not how to interpretihis information.
The single, static priming trial the infants received could not teach them that ob-
jects retain their colors when lowered into containers-it could only induce them
to represent the color ofthe toy in the events.

In future research, we hope to modify the priming trial to determine what does
and does not constitute an adequate priming experience for infants in this situa-
tion. For example, we suspect that showing four Boohbahs of one color (e.g., all
purple), or showing four balls of the same colors as the different Boohbahs, would
not constitute an adequate priming trial. conversely, we suspect that showing four
different Boohbahs whose colors do not match those in the iest events (e.g., green,
blue, white, and gray), would constitute an adequate priming triar. Investigating

Change Event
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these various possibilities should help us better understand the mechanism that
makes possible successful priming. Regardless of the outcomes of these experi-
ments, however, the main thrust of the present research is the demonshation that
infants who are induced to include information about a variable they have nor yet
identified in their physical representation of an event can then detect a change
violation involving this variable.

Priming lnfants to Attend to Height lnformation
in a Tube Event

At 8 months of age, infants detect a surreptitious change to the height of an oblect
in a containment but not a tube event; they are surprised when a tall cylindri-
cal object lowered into a tall container is much smaller when removed ftom the
container-but they are not surprised when the container is replaced with a tube
(Li & Baillargeon, 2005). By this age, infants have identifiea rrlieht as a contain_
ment but not a tube variable; recall that height is identified at aiout 7.5 months
in containment events but only at about 14 months in tube events (e.g., Hespos &
Baillargeon, 2001a; Gertner et al., 2005; Hespos & Baillargeon,'zio'a;wang &
Baillargeon, 2006). In a recent experiment, we asked whethei g-month-old inf-ants
could be primed to attend to height information in a tube event (Li & Baillargeon,
2005).

The infants were assigned to a baseline or a priming condition. The infants in
the baseline condition first received a famlliaization trial in which thev saw an

Figure 4-15. Priming trial used in Ng and Baillargeon (2006).
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Familiarization Event

Test Events
No-change Event

Figure 4-16. Familiarization and test events used in Li and Baillargeon (2005).

experimenter's gloved hand rotate a tall tube forward and backward (to show it
was open at both top and bottom) and then place it upright on the apparatus floor
(see Fig. 4-16). Next, the infants received a single test hial in which they saw
either a change or a no-change test event. At the start ofthe change event, a tall
cylindrical object with a red knob attached to its top stood to the left ofthe fube;
the cylindrical portion of the object was the same height as the tube. The hand
grasped the knob at the top ofthe object, lifted the object, and lowered it into the
tube until only the knob and the very top of the object remained visible above the
rim. The hand gently twisted the object back and forth for a few seconds and then
returned it to its original position on the apparatus floor. When removed from the
tube, the cylindrical portion of the object was only half as tall as previously. The
no-change event was identical to the change event, except that the short object was
used throughout the event. The infants in the priming condition were tested using
the same procedure, with one exception: They received two static priming trials
following the familianzation trial and prior to the test trial (see Fig. 4-17). In one
trial, three cylindrical objects stood side by side on the apparatus floor: At one end
was the tall object used at the start of the change event, at the other end was the
short object used in the change and no-change events, and between them was a
medium-sized object. The three objects were identical except for their heights; the
clindrioal portion of the tall, medium, and short objeots was 15, I 1 .3, and1 .5 centi-
meters, respectively. In the first priming trial, the objects were ordered from tall
to short, from left to right; in the second frial, the objects were ordered from short
to tall.

Change Event
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Figure 4-17. Priming trials used in Li and Baillargeon (2005).

. 
h ft: ptryiog condition, the infants who saw the change event rooked reriabry

Ionger than those who saw the no-change event; in the baserine condition, in con-
trast, the infants looked about equally at the two eyents. These results suggested
thatthe priming trials served to highlight height information for the infants in the
priming condition; as a result, the infants were more likely to include height infor_
mation in their physical representations of the test events. This height information
then became subject to the infants' core knowledge, and the chlnge event was
flagged as a persistence violation; the infants realized,that the tall obiest could
not spontaneously change into a short object. The simple priming trials used here
thus allowed infants to detect a height violation in a tube event? months before
they typically do so, sush results provide strong evidence that the development of
infants'physical reasoning involves primarily learning what information to attend
to.in each event category and not learning how to intlrpret this information. The
priming trials could not teach the infants that objects typically retain their heights
when lowered into tubes-they courd only male height information salient for
the infants.

In future research, we hope once again to modify our priming trials to deter-
mine what constitutes an adequate height-priming experience for g-month-old in-
fants in this situation. For example, would infants be equally successful if shown
gnlr t"o cylindrical objects, the short andtall objects used-in the change event?
or if shown short, medium, and tall cylindrical objects that differ in pattern and
color fiom those used in the test events? Answers to theso and related questions
will help us gain a clearer understanding of the meohanisms that underlie success-
tulpriming.

INDUCING INFANTS TO SUCCEED OR FAIL AT DETECTINC
VARIAB LE Vl OLAII ONS: CARRYOVER MAN I pU LAT| oNs

According to our account ofinfants'physical reasoning, infants who are induced,
through some contexfual manipulation, to include information about a variable
they have not yet identified in their physical representation ofan event should then
be able to detect change and interaction violations involving the variable. In the
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tr'igure 4-18. An account ofinfants'physical reasoning: How infants carry over variable
information from one event representation to the next.

previous section, we discussed priming maaipulations, which are designed to sim-
ply highlight a variable (or particular values of a variable). In this section, we
discuss a very different sort of manipulation: carryover manipulations.

The point of departure for this research was the following question: what hap-
pens when infants see the same objects in two successive events from different
event categories? Do they represent each event separately? or do they carry over
whatever variable information they included in their representation of the first
event to their representation ofthe second event? The second alternative seemed
to us more efficient, and hence more plausible (see Fig. 4-18). After all, why would
infants represent the same information about the same objects over and over again
as the objects move from one event to another? This would seem a waste of time
and effort, and we akeady know from analyses of infants'perseverative errors in
various tasks that infants attempt to be as efficient as possible (for reviews, see
Aguiar & Baillargeon ,2000, 2003).

we reasoned that if infants carry over variable information from one event
representation to the next, then infants who see an event in which a variable has
been identified, followed by an event in which this same variable has not been
identified, should show a positive carryover effect; the variable information in-
cluded in the first event representation should be carried over to the second event
representation, allowing infants to detect persistence violations involving the vari-
able earlier than they otherwise would. Exposure to a single initial event would
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thus be sufficient to induce infants to detect a variable persistence violation in a
subsequent event. As long as infants spontaneously include the appropriate vari-
able information in their representation of the first event, this informaiion should
be-fortuitously-available to them when reasoning about the second event (e.g.,
Wang & Baillargeon, 2005).

At the same time, we realizedthat the converse should also be true: If variable
information is carried over from one event representation to the next, then infants
who see an event in which a variable has not been identified, followed by an event
in which this same variable has been identified, should show a negative carryover
effect; information about the variable should be absent from the first and hence
from the second event representation, causing infants to fail to detect persistence
violations they would have been able to detect otherwise.

Do infants show negative as well as positive carryover effects when they see
the same objects involved in two successive events from different categories? A
recent experiment (Li & Baillargeon,2006) addressed this question. This experi-
ment examined 8.5-month-o1d infants' ability to detect a surreptitious change
to the height of an object in an event sequence comprising an occlusion and a
covering event.

The infants were assigned to an occlusion-covering or a covering-occlusion
condition. The infants in the occlusion-covering condition received either a
change or a no-change test trial (see Fig. 4-r9). At the beginning of the change
trial, a short cylinder stood next to a tall rectangular cover with a knob attached to
its top; the cylinder was halfas tall as the rectangularportion ofthe cover. To start,
an experimenterb gloved hand grasped the knob at the top ofthe cover, rotated
the cover forward to show its hollow interior, and then replaced the cover next to
the cylinder (orientation). Next, the hand slid the cover in front of the cylinder,
fully hiding it, and then refurned the cover to its original position on the appararus
floor (occlusion event). Finally, the hand lowered the cover over the cylinder, again
fully hiding it, and then returned the cover to its initial position next to the cylinder
(covering event). when the cover was removed from over the cylinder in the cov-
ering event, the cylinder was now as tall as the rectangular portion ofthe cover. In
the no-change trial, the tall cylinder was used throughout the trial. The infants in
the covering-occlusion condition (see Fig. 4-20) received similar change and no-
change trials, except that the occlusion and covering events were performed in the
reverse order: The cover was placed first over and then in front ofthe cylinder. The
surreptitious change to the height ofthe cylinder in the change trial thus occurred
in the occlusion rather than in the covering event.

Because the variable height is identified at about 3.5 months in occlusion
events (Baillargeon & Devos, 1991) but not until about 12 months in covering
events (McCall, 2001; Wang et al., 2005; Wang & Baillargeon, 2006), we ex-
pected the 8.5-month-old infants in the occlusion-covering condition to show a
positive carryover effect. when watching the occlusion event, the infants would
categoize the event, access their knowledge of occlusion events, and include in-
formation about the relative heights of the cover and cylinder in their physical
representation of the event. When the infants next saw the covering event, this
height information would be carried over into this new physical representation;
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the information would then be interpreted in terms of the persistence principle,
allowing the infants to detect the violation in the change event: A short cylinder
cannot spontaneously change into a taller cylinder.

In contrast, we expected the infants in the covering-occlusion condition to
show a negative carryover effect. when watching the covering event, the infants
would include no height information in their physical representation of the event.
As a result, no height information would be carried over when the infants next
represented the occlusion event. The infants would thus fail to detect the persis-
tence violation in the change event.

Results supported our predictions. In the occlusion-covering condition, the in-
fants who saw the change trial looked reliably longer than those who saw the no-
change hial; in the covering-occlusion condition, in contrast, the infants looked
about equally during the two trials. Thus, whereas the 8.5-month-olds in the
occlusion-covering condition succeeded in detecting a violation that infants typi-
cally cannot detect until about 12 months of age, the 8.5-month-olds in the covering-
occlusion conditionfailed to detect a violation that infants typically can detect at
3.5 months of age. seeing a particular event first thus helped infants detect a sur-
reptitious change violation, or prevented them from detecting the same violation.

These results are interesting for several reasons. First, they provide strong sup-
port for the notion that infants detect variable persistence violations when they in-
clude information about the relevant variables in their physical representations of
the events. The infants in the occlusion-covering condition carried over the height
information from their physical representation of the first event to their physical
representation of the second event. This information, once represented, became
subject to the persistence principle, allowing the infants to detect the violation in
the change event 3.5 months before they would otherwise have done.

Second, futue research will need to address the discrepancy between the
present results and those in the object-individuation literature (e.g., Xu & Carey,
1996; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998a; Wilcox & Chapa,2002; Xu, 2002, 2003).
In a seminal task designed by Xu and Carey (1996), two distinct objects (e.g.,
a ball and a toy duck) emerge successively from behind a wide screen. First, one
object emerges to one side of the screen and then returns behind it; next, the
other object emerges to the other side of the screen and then returns behind it.
After several repetitions, the screen is removed to reveal either one of the ob-
jects (one-object outcome) or both objects (two-object outcome). In this task,
l0-month-olds fypically give no evidence that they expect two objects to be present
when the screen is removed. But if infants carry over object representations from
one event to another, why would they fail at this task? Why would infants fail to
carry over the object representations they formed during the occlusion event to the
post-occlusion event?

Our tentative answer to this question rests on two broad assumptions. The first
is that infants carry over object representations from one event to another only
when the available spatiotemporal information makes it possible to unambigu-
ously track the objects from the first to the second event (e.g., Baillargeon, 2008;
Wang & Baillargeon, 2008). In ow carryover task, infants can establish continu-
ous traces for the cover and cylinder from the first to the second event; at all times,
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infants know where each object is located, even when the cylinder is hidden (e.g.,
Leslie, Xu, Tremoulet, & scholl, 1998; scholl & Leslie, 1999). In the task of
Xu and carey (1996), in contrast, the available spatiotemporal informati6n is not
sufficient to determine that two objects are present behind the screen in the first
event, or (a fortiori) to track the objects across the two events.

our second assumption is that, when objects cannot unambiguously be tracked
from one event to another, as in the task of Xu and carey (1996), infants use a
different strategy to determine how many objects should be present in the second
event. Speciflcally, infants (1) retrieve their physical representation of the first
event, (2) examine the basic spatiotemporal and identity information included
in the representation to determine how many distinct objects emerged on either
side of the screen, and (3) expect at least the same number of objects to be pres-
ent in the second event (because the screen is wide, additional obiects could also
be present). we have referred to this strategy as involving the mappingof object
representations from event to event (e.g., wilcox & Baillargeon, lggga, lgggb).

To see why a mapping strategy would lead infants to fail at the task of Xu
and carey (1996), consider what basic spatiotemporal and identity information
infants represent when watching a ball and a toy duck emerge successively from
behind a screen. The basic spatiotemporal information specifies the visible path
that the ball and the duck follow on either side ofthe screen but is insufficient to
establish whether they are the same object or different objects. The basic identity
information for the ball and the duck is actually the same information, because
both objects are closed and self-propelled. In terms of the basic information rep-
resented, there is thus nothing to suggest that there is more than one closed, self-
propelled object emerging alternately on either side ofthe screen (recall that size,
shape, pattern, and color information is variable information and is not included
at the basic level). As a result, when the screen is removed and infants examine
the basic information in their physical representation of the occlusion event, this
information specifies that one closed, self-propelled object emerged from behind
the screen. Infants thus form an expectation that at least one closed, self-propelled
object should be present in the new, post-occlusion event. Because both the one-
and the fwo-object outcomes are consistent with this expectation, neither outcome
appears unexpected.

The preceding analysis makes a number of interesting predictions. For exam-
ple, it suggests that infants should succeed at the task ofXu and Carey (1996) if
the occlusion event involves two objects that receive different identity descriptions
at the basic level: not two closed, self-propelled objects, as above, but instead a
closed and an open object, or an inert and a self-propelled-object, Experiments
are under way in different laboratories to test these predictions, with promising
results. Meanwhile, possible support for the present analysis comes from recent
experiments (e.g., Bonatti,Frol,Zangl, & Mehler, 2002;Wu& Baillargeon, 2008)
showing that 10-month-old infants succeed at the task of Xu and Carey if the two
objects that emerge successively from behind the screen are a human-like object
(e.g., a self-propelled human doll) aad a non-humanlike object (e.g., a self-propelled
toy animal), but not two human-like objects (e.g., two distinct self-propelled human
dolls) or two non-human-like objects (e.g., two distinct self-propelled toy animals).
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These results suggest that by r0 months of age, if not before, the basic identity
information infants represent about objects includes whether they are human_like
or not. Additional experiments are testing these speculations.

CONCLUSIONS

The account ofinfants'physical reasoning presented in this chapter rests on two
central claims. One is that infants' physical representations of events initially in-
clude only basic information and become increasingly richer and more detailed
as infants gradually identify relevant variables. The other claim is that infants pri-
marily learnwhat information to include in theirphysical representations,nothow
to interpret this information once represented. Infants, core knowledge provides
a causal framework for interpreting both the basic and the variable itformation
infants include in their physical representations.

According to our account, the primary task of deveropment, with respect to
infants'physical reasoning, thus consists in the gradualidentification of variables.
over the course ofthe first year or so, infants identify dozens and dozens ofvari_
ables; event category by event category, vector by vector, variable by variabre,
infants learn what information to pay attention to when watching events. one
analogy for this developmental process might be the following: Infints, physical-
reasoning system can at first draw no more than rough bluepiints ofevents, con-
taining only a few key pieces of information; over time, these blueprints become
increasingly detailed as infants learn what additional pieces of inforLation should
be included to better predict events'outcomes.

The Persistence Pri nci ple Revisited

As was mentioned earlier, spelke and her colleagues (e.g., Spelke et ar., 1992;
Carcy & Spelke, 1994; Spelke, 1994; Spelke et al., 1995b) have suggested rhat
principles of continuity (objects exist and move continuously in time and space)
and cohesion (objects are cormected and bounded entities) guide infants, interpre-
tation of physical events from birth. According to these principles, infants should
be surprised if an object disappears into thin air or breaks apait-but they should
not be surprised if an object surreptitiously changes size, shape, pattern, or color.
And, indeed, we have seen that infants often fail to detect such violations.

However, we have offered an alternative interpretation for these failures. This
interpretation rests on three main points. First, we have proposed that, instead of
the separate principles of continuity and cohesion, infants pormr a single, stron-
gerprinciple of persistence, which states that objects exist and move continuously
in time and space, retaining their physical properties as they do so (Baillargeon,
2008). From this perspective, a cohesion violation is onry an extreme shape or
size violation.

Second, the persistence principle can be applied onry to the information infants
include in their physical representations of events. Because infants initially in-
clude relatively little information in these representations, they often fail to detect
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persistence violations. Infants cannot be surprised when a tall object becomes
shorter when briefly lowered into a tall tube, or when a purple toy becomes orange
when briefly lowered into a container, if they did not include height and color
information in their representations of the events.

Third, infants who are induced, through priming, caffyover, or other contex-
tual manipulations (e.g., Wilcox & Chapa, 2004; Gertner et a1,2005 Li & Bail-
largeon, 2005, 2006; Ng & Baillargeon, 2006; Wilcox, this volume), to include
information about a variable they have not yet identified in their physical repre-
sentation of an event can immediately detect persistence violations involving the
variable.

The persistence principle states, in essence, that objects persist as they are in
time and space. Why would such a constraint be helpful to infants? In this chapter,
we have discussed several answers to this question. one is that the persistence
principle helps young infants interpret the limited, basic infonnation they rep-
resent about events (e.g., "object continues to exist under cover") and thus gets
the task oflearning about physical events offto a rapid start. Another is that the
persistence principle helps infants identify relevant variables by supplying causal
explanations for these variables. But a simpler way to think about the persistence
principle might be to consider how infants would fare when watching, say, a ball
roll along a surface toward a box some distance away if they had to check back
and forth every second that the ball and box had not morphed into different ob-
jects or disappeared altogether. A notion ofpersistence means that the objects that
are included in an event representation are expected to persist as they are within
the representation, giving infants the opportunity to reason and learn about their
interactions.

Future Directions

There are several directions in which our account ofinfants'physical reasoning
needs to be extended. Three are mentioned briefly here.

A first direction concerns the links between infants'object-representation and
physical-reasoning systems. We assume that, when shown two objects standing
side by side at the start ofan event, infants store information about the objects in
their object-representation system; how detailed these representations are depends
in part on how long the objects are available for examination (e,g., Hunter, Ross, &
Ames, 1982; Rose, Gottfried, Melloy-Carminar, & Bridger, 1982; Hrurter, Ames, &
Koopman, 1983; Wagner & Sakovits, 1986; Hunter & Ames, 1988; Roder, Bush-
nell, & Sasseville,2000).As the eventunfolds, infants'physical-reasoning system
may need to query the object-representation sysfem for variable information. For
example, if (1) infants realize they must include information about a variable in
their physical representation of an event and (2) this information is no longer
perceptually available (e.g., the object is now hidden), they may then access their
object-representation system to retrieve the necessary information. In this view,
infants who have not yet identified a variable as relevant to an event category
might have encoded information about it in their object-representation system
but might fail to retrieve this information to include it in their physical-reasoning
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system. These speculations suggest that infants who have not yet identified a vari-
able as relevant to an event category might still demonstrate knowledge of the
variable if tested in a task that taps their object-representation rather than their
physical-reasoning system. Experiments are under way to investigate these and
related possibilities (Li et al., 2006b).

A second direction concerns what might be called quantitative extensions of
our account. Throughout this chapteE we have considered simple events involving
two or three objects; for example, events in which an object is lowered into and
then retrieved from a container. what would happen if infants were shown events
involving multiple objects? Consider infants who have identified size, shape, and
pattern as containment variables. If these infants saw containment events in which
two, tbree, or four objects were lowered into a container, rather than only one,
would they still encode the same variable information about each object? Simi-
larly, what if infants were shown multiple events simultaneously; for example, if
they saw two or more events in which one object was lowered into a container?
Would infants include as much variable information about each event as if they
saw a single event, or would they include less? Given infants' limited information-
processing resources, we might expect them to encode less variable information
with either multiple objects or multiple events, and recent evidence suggests that
this is indeed the case (e.g., Mareschal & Johnson,2003; K6ldy & Leslie, 2005).

A final research direction, which we have been pursuing for some time (e.g.,
Baillargeon, Needham, & DeVos 1992; Needham & Baillargeon, 1993; Kotov-
sky & Baillargeon, 1994, 1998; Wang, Kaufman, & Baillargeon,2003;Yuan &
Baillargeon, 2005;Li, Baillargeon, & Needham, 2006a; Hespos & Baillargeon,
2008; Yuan & Baillargeon, 2008), involves extending our account to events other
than those discussed in the present chapter; namely, support and collision events.
So faq our results suggest that the account presented here applies equally well to
these events. In all cases, infants begin with limited representations, which be-
come richer as they identify relevant variables; core knowledge guides from birth
the interpretation of the basic and variable information infants include in their
event representations; and priming manipulations that highlight particular vari-
ables help infants detect violations earlier than they would otherwise have done.

Is the present account a nativist account? Yes, certainly; core knowledge is
assumed to play a key role in infants' interpretation of physical events. Does the
present account also emphasize learning? Here again, our answer is a resounding
yes; much of what happens in the development of infants' physical reasoning is
the gradual identification ofvariables, event category by event category vector
by vector, and variable by variable, as a result ofinfants' daily experiences. Core
knowledge and experience are thus both necessary to explain the complex and
protracted history of infants' acquisition of their physical knowledge.
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Notes

1 . of course, the principle of persistence will apply somewhat differently to inert and
self-propelled objects. For example, a cat aan spontaneously alter its shape to some extent
but a spoon camot. Recent evidence suggests that, by 2.5 to 6 months of age, infants al-
ready recognize that some physical events may be possible for self-propelled but not inert
objects (e.g., wu & Bailrargeon, 2006; wu, Luo, & Baillargeon, 2006;yuan & Baillargeon,
2008; Luo, Kaufrnan, & Baillargeon, in press).

2. One interesting question for future research is whether all rules begin as discrete
functions, and then become continuous functions as needed. For example, do infants ini_
tially learn simply that objects protrude above containers when taller, but not shorter, than
the containers? With such a rule, infants would be able to predict that a tall object should
protrude above a short container-but not how much it should protrude.

3. We are not entirely certain which variable(s) infants attend to before 3 months of age
and, thus, which variable(s) might precede lower-edge-discontinuity in the decision hee
in Figure 4-5' Our working hypothesis is that there is at least one such variable, having to
do with the presence of internal openings. we suspect that, by 2.5 months, infanrs expecr
an object to remain partly visible when behind an occluder with an internal opening-for
example, an O-shaped screen, with a large central window. At this stage, infanis would still
expect an object to be hidden behind a screen shaped like an inverted U because such a
screen does not present an internal opening; rather, an external opening is created when the
screen is placed upright on a surface. In this manner, infants would attend first to intemal
and later to external openings in predicting when objects behind occluders should be vis-
ible or hidden. Experiments are planned to test these possibilities.

4. Because 3.5-month-old infants have been tested with height violations @aillargeon &
DeVos, 1991) but not yet width violations, it is unknown whether 3.5-month-old infants
can in fact detect both height and width violations. If they can, then it is possible that
infants represent height and width in terms of a more general size variable. In addition,
to retum to the issue raised in footnote 2, there is evidence that 5.5-month-olds not only
can predict thar a tall object should appear above a short occluder, but also can judge by
how much it should protrude (Luo, Baillargeon, & L6cuyer, 200g). By 5.5 months of age,
infants' rule for height in occlusion events thus appears to be a continuous rather than a
discrete function.

5. Readers may wonder why variable hansparency is such a late acquisition. work by
Johnson andAslin (2000) suggests that infants do not begin to detect clear, hansparent sur-
faces until about 7 months of age, as a result of developments in their contrast sensitivity,
which might in turn be tied to the maturation of the magnocellular system.

6. Experiments with infants younger than 4.5 months ile necessary to determine pre-
cisely when size and shape are identified as relevant variables and whether one variable is in
fact typically identified before the other. We saw earlier that by 3 . 5 months, infants can reason
aboutheightandperhapswidthinocclusionevents(Baillargeon&Devos, 1991;wangetal.,
200$. By 4 months, infants attend to shape information to organize static, partly occluded
displays (e.g., Needham, 1998), so it may be that this variable is present by 4 months.

7. we are not claiming that all infants will show the same d6calages; for example, not
all infants will identify the variable height first as a containment and only later as a covering
variable. Some infants may well identiff the two variables at about the same time, or in the
reverse order. When we say that infants identify height as a containment variable at about
7.5 months of age, what we are rcally saying is that 7.5-month-old infants as a group look
reliably longer at a containment event that presents a height violation than at an event that
presents no such violation; as a rule, aboutTlZo ofthe infants show the effect. It is likely
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that a few infants identifr the variable earlier and that others do so later. As we make clear
in the next section, the ages at which infants identifu variables depend to alargeextent on
the ages at which they are exposed to appropriate observations from which to extract the
variables. Thus, although most infants with similar dayto-day experiences may identify a
variable at a certain age, infants with different experiences may identift it earlier or later.

8. Readers may wonder why we are describing this vector as ,khen does an object
inside a container protrude above it?" as opposed to "when is an object inside a container
hidden?" as with the occlusion vector in Figure 4-5. our reason is empirical and comes
from experiments on infants'responses to events involving hansparent containers. In
containment events, height is identified at about 7.5 months (e.g., Hespos & Baillargeon,
2001a;Li &Baillargeon, 2005; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2006) and transpaf,ency at about 9.5
months (Luo & Baillargeon, 2008). Ifthese variables belonged to a single vector speci$r-
ing when objects inside containers should be hidden, then we would expect g.5-month-old
infants to be surprised when a short object placed inside a tall, transparent container re-
mains visible through the container; because the object is shorter than the container, infants
should expect the object to be hidden, and they should be surprised when it is not (an error
of commission). However, 8.5-month-old infants, in fact, are not surprised when an object
placed inside a transparent container is either visible or not visible through the container
(an error ofomission) (Luo & Baillargeon 2008). These results suggest that, in contain-
ment events, height and transparency belong to separate vectors; whereas height belongs
to a vector specifuing when an object inside a container should protrude above it, transpar-
ency belongs to a vector having to do with when an object inside a container should be hid-
den. Thus, when a short object is lowered inside a tall transparent container, g,5-month-old
infants bring to bear their knowledge ofheight to predict that no portion ofthe object will
be visible above the container. However, they cannot make a prediction as to whether the
portion ofthe object inside the container should be hidden or visible. Apparently, it is not
until infants are about 9.5 months that they form a vector speciffing when objects inside
containers should be hidden. This analysis leads to striking predictions concerning 7.5- and
8.5-month-old infants' responses to events involving transparent containers. When a tall
object is lowered inside a short transparent container, infants should look reliably longer at
the event if the top of the object is not visible above the container. However, as long as the
top ofthe object protrudes above the container, infants should look about equally whether
or not the bottom ofthe object is visibte through the container. Experiments are planned to
test these predictions.

9. We are suggesting that 4.5-month-old infants detect a change violation when a large
ball disappears behind a narrow screen and a small ball reappears from behind it-but it
could be argued that infants view this event as an interaction violation instead, or alternate
between these two interpretations. Do infants reason that (1) because the large ball fills
most ofthe space behind the narrow screen, it must be the only object present, and (2) the
large ball cannot spontaneously become smaller (change violation)? Or do infants reason
that (1) the large and small balls must be different objects and (2) the two cannot hide
simultaneously behind the narrow screen (irteraction violation)? We adopt the first inter-
pretation in this chapter but recognize that further research is needed to establish which is
in fact correct.
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